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Supernatural Worldbuilding Questions
The Magic System

Do your characters use magic, or do they have set powers with set limitations?
Are you using a hard magic system? [Set rules and clear limitations; easy to understand]
Or are you using a soft magic system? [Pretty much limitless and/or unexplained limits]
What are the ground rules?
[For HMS] Do you, as the author, know the rules of your system? Is there anywhere the rules could 

be countered?
*Be sure to keep a list of rules for consistency purposes as you write!

Importance
How important is magic to the context of the story? Is it background or integral to the plot?
What role do the supernatural elements play in your story?
Is the story told by the perspective of a supernatural creature or a human (or a SC with human 

knowledge)?
What does your reader need to know right away? Can it be shrouded in mystery and/or expanded 

as time goes on?
Which characters are supernatural? What roles do they play in the story?
Does your main character have magic/powers? If so, is it established, or are they learning from 

scratch?

Powersets/Abilities
What powers do your supernatural creatures have?
Do powers vary between different people (old vampires vs new vampires; different bloodlines of 

werewolves; newbie sorcerers vs master sorcerers, etc.)? How do they vary and why?
Have you established the uppermost power limit? (Is there one?)
Have you invented any supernatural creatures for your story? What are their powers and how can 

you inform your reader?
*Avoid long exposition explaining powers or abilities. Instead, have them show up when necessary. 

(ie. A vampire hypnotizes a human to forget something. Trust your reader to be able to figure 
things out; you don’t need to spoon feed them.)

Story Background Information
What do you, as the author, need to know so you can write the story?
What information will the reader learn throughout the story (if you have an outline)?
How have your supernatural creatures come into being?
*It may be helpful to keep a timeline of which characters know what as you go along.



Politics
Are there more than one species (werewolves, vampires, angels, demons, witches, etc.)?
If so, how do these different species interact with one another?
Do your supernatural creatures have their own society/societies? Their own societal norms, 

traditions, or practices?
Do your supernatural creatures have a governing system? What do they do to law-breakers?
How does the existence of supernatural creatures affect the world around them? Are they in hiding, 

or do regular humans know about them? Which humans?
How do they fit in with the regular world? Can they maintain regular jobs or places within human 

society?

The Reader
Are your magic rules general or entirely new?
How much does your reader know about your magic rules before they start reading?
Have you established some ground rules early for your reader?
Have you added a lot of unnecessary information? (What does your reader need to know and what 

is pointless exposition?)
Are you writing for readers who can figure out hints or should you give them a little extra help?
Are the magic rules too complicated for your readers?
Did you choose the right magic system for your audience?

See the blog for more writing tips
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